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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of study is to educate the individual that want to ﬁnd out about ‘he trumpet 
especially the person which wanted to involve in the classical kind of music. Other than 
that. in this research also will helps the individual that like to ﬁnd out about the technical 
side of trumpet playing or maybe want to improve their technical ability, And the 
important pan of it is, the research is for the person who wants to starts or the individual 
that interested of ﬁnd out bout the trumpet concerto and the approach of playing this kind 
of piece. In order to, for the scope of this study, the author prefers to focus on ‘Trumpet 
C oncerm in Ab Major'that composed by Alexander Arulunian‘ Therefore, it can be used 
as a main reference and guideline for student to start with.
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
1.1 Scope of Study 
The title of my research topic: Brief Guide of Trumpet Perfnrnuznce tlmiqut 
Analysix in ‘Tmmpzt Canceﬂa in Ab Major - focuses an the techniques of performing 
the piece where I aim at looking into the following three (3) main focuses of interests: 
1. The iechnique that be used in the piece? 
2. The way of my interpretation IowaIds the piece? 
3. The way of performing the piece based on my experience? 
1.2 Research Objecn'ves 
In the most basic terms, music is sound n‘ansmined by variations traveling through the 
air. But music can be many things to many people. It can be a song bird chirping in a tree. 
a person singing in the shower or a wildly popular rock group performing before tens of 
thousands of people. Above all, music communicates emotion. whether it comes from the 
sound of flute or maybe the trumpet as well‘ n is said that. music performances are like 
snowﬂakes, no two musical performances are alike, The same may only be the musical 
instruments‘
